Fictional newspaper from 2018 imagines possible futures of data and football

Barcelona, 28 March 2014
For immediate release

How will the so-called beautiful game of global football be different in a world where sport itself, and the culture of the fans who love it, is altered by the rush of data, quantification, analytics and digital delivery? What might a high-stakes match of the near future be like when every move is measured, and every tactic forecast by silicon? What will the technologically savvy supporter and the lifelong fan alike experience differently when Big Data takes on the game?

Winning Formula, a new project by Near Future Laboratory, explores these questions and some of the more unreal features of data-driven football future. It was presented at the National Football Museum in Manchester on 28 March 2014 as part of the Future Everything Festival opening.

Winning Formula touches on more easily seen aspects of performance analytics, and new ways to depict and consume football in media, but also explores near-future possibilities hiding just below the surface, possible phenomena such as data manipulation as a kind of doping, the impacts of high-frequency sport betting, or politics related to data-based services like media, measurement and reporting. Commissioned by National Football Museum, Future Everything and CCCB, the result of the Near Future Laboratory investigation takes the form of a newspaper sports section from April 2018. “This hypothetical daily European tabloid called ‘Today’ is an exemplar of the way we use research, narrative and design to create an engaging, thought-provoking perspective on a possible, plausible near future world that need not result in either a PowerPoint deck nor corporate white paper”, said Fabien Girardin, who directed the project. “The mundane form of a disposable daily newspaper, coming to you from April 2018 puts into the hands of everybody a possible day in the future when data, both large and small, alters some aspects of sports, from training to commentary, enhancements to prosthetics, rulings to viewing”, described Scott Smith of Changeist, a lead contributor to the project.

Some implications that the newspaper highlights are:

- New measures of player and team performances
- Data manipulation as a form of doping
- High-frequency betting
- Communication (sensors, images) hacking
- Enhanced data services (TV and games)
- New language to describe players and their roles
- Tactics, micro-strategies and their readability
- A resurgence of the local, artisanal, working-class lager

“In this project we mixed foresight techniques such as horizon scanning and scenario development to capture weak signals and posit disruptions in technology and society with a
design approach to create fictional narratives of the future that focus on the implications behind the signals” explained Fabien Girardin. Near Future Laboratory applied unusual approaches to interweaving everything from raw videogame datasets to rich description of artifacts and advertising from a hypothetical future to forecasts about politics, genomics, law, finance, technology, ethics, and climate change informed our design of both narrative and visuals contained within the quotidian vessel of the newspaper frame.

As part of its launch stories were inserted in 130,000 copies of the Manchester Evening News. The project will be exhibited at the National Football Museum in Manchester until April 3, 2014. It will be part of the Big Bang Data exhibition at CCCB in Barcelona from May 9 to October 26, 2014, and at Fundación Telefónica in Madrid in 2015.

Link to webpage: http://winningformula.nearfuturelaboratory.com/
Contact: fabien@nearfuturelaboratory.com

Credits
Winning Formula is a Near Future Laboratory project commissioned and produced by FutureEverything, National Football Museum, Centre for Contemporary Culture Barcelona – CCCB, and Fundación Telefónica, supported by ECAS, a European Commission Culture Fund project and MEDIAPRO.

It is international, transdisciplinary effort that involved futurists, technologists, designers, and writers stretching from Europe, South America to the US, and is an example of a number of small practices and studios working in close collaboration. The project was conceived and directed by Fabien Girardin of Near Future Laboratory, and developed in tight collaboration with futurists Scott Smith of Changeist and Philippe Gargov of Seeklup. It was designed with Bestiario and includes the writing of Natalie Kane, Margot Baldassi, Christophe Kuchly and Valéry Mba Aboghe, and the translations of Eva Fernández García, Raphael Cosmidis with the help of Fanny Negre.
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Our goal is to understand how imaginations and hypothesis become materialized to swerve the present into new, more habitable near future worlds. Our practice involves working closely with creative, thoughtful experts within various domains of work depending on the needs of any particular project. Our associations with a wide network of well-respected and accomplished practitioners makes it possible to work from concept development to construction of unique digital designs.
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